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The perfect wall-
box for housing 
cooperatives and 
companies
With its minimalist design and powerful software, GARO 

Entity Pro is the ideal solution for your housing cooperative 

or your company. With support for both single-phase and 

three-phase charging, it can charge all vehicles. You can 

help make the everyday lives of your residents or workers a 

little easier while also being a part of the green transition.

SCALABLE AS NEEDS GROW

Predicting just how many wallboxes it’ll take to cover the 

future needs of a housing cooperative or a company can 

prove difficult. However, with GARO Entity Pro, you can 

scale things up as needs grow. You simply start out with a 

smaller number of wallboxes and then, as more people in the 

building choose to drive electric, easily and independently 

scale up the system. The first wallboxes need to be installed 

by an electrician, but the rest are easily connected without 

any professional help. Smart and cost-effective.



Future-proof your 
cooperative and 
company 
GARO Entity’s future-proof technology, attractive design 

and smart features leave us convinced that this is a wallbox 

equipped for the demands of the future. The software offers 

support for functions such as Plug & Charge for convenient 

identification and debiting.

MOVABLE OUTLET

GARO Entity Pro comes with a movable outlet to make 

charging easier for users. In addition to enabling tenants to 

charge from the easiest and most convenient side, the mov-

able outlet also makes placement easier as it offers greater 

flexibility when mounting and installing the wallbox.



An app full of 
possibilities
Split the costs between your residents or your employees fairly 

with the GARO Connect app. Gain complete control over 

your vehicle charging with practical functions such as charger 

monitoring, usage data for debiting and user administration.

OPEN INTERFACE FOR FREEDOM OF CHOICE 

Here at GARO, we’re strong believers in never limiting our 

customers’ options and preferences. Thanks to the open interface 

of our wallboxes, as a property owner, you’re never tied to a 

single provider, leaving you free to use your preferred provider.



Third-party 
certification creates 
unique safety 
solution
GARO Entity Pro is third-party certified which increase the 

safety level additionally. This means that you as a property 

owner can feel confident that the product keeps what it 

promises, and will neither cause injury to your residents/

employees nor damage to your property or cars.

All in all, the third-party certification provides confirmation 

that GARO Entity meets the charging standard and that the 

wallbox has all protections integrated, which maximizes the 

safety and simplifies the installation process for the electrician. 



Best where it 
counts the most 
We’re striving hard to be a role model in electric vehicle 

charging and, above all, to be the best when it comes to 

safety. Naturally, this means that GARO Entity Pro is safe for 

users, their cars and your property. 

LOAD BALANCING

Just like our other wallboxes, GARO Entity Pro is smart eno-

ugh to ensure that the load on your property doesn’t exceed 

its limits. The load balancing offered by the wallbox means 

that the charging output is adapted to the current electricity 

consumption of your housing cooperative or your company. 

So, as a property owner, you need not worry about tripping 

the main fuse.

PHASE BALANCING

As if that weren’t enough, GARO Entity Pro also supports 

phase balancing, which takes both safety and charging 

efficiency to the next level. Phase balancing means that the 

electricity from your distribution cabinet is distributed more 

evenly, ensuring even more well-balanced charging. When 

there’s insufficient power for three-phase charging, the 

wallbox will automatically switch to single-phase charging 

using the phase with the most power to spare. Safety and 

smartness at their best.
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